Cluster structure in (multicollinear) data can be utilied by pattern recognition methods in order to find adequate subspaces for nonlinear regression. When regressing a particular severely nonlinear function, it is demonstrated that this approach is superior to polynomial PLS. It is also demonstrated that for nonlinear functions, the choice of regressing explained variables onto the explaining variables, or viceversa, is not arbitrary. Numerical experiments indicate that the classical statistical model is more powerful than the inverse regression approach.
Introduction
The background to this work is the regression problem associated with concentration measurements with the electronic tongue (ET) [ll] . A measurement vector xi E W" from the ET is very large, typically in the order n = 10000. With each measurement z, is associated a scalar concentration y, in terms of moles. We wish to find a function f that with highest possible accuracy relates the vectors xi to the concentrations yi, that is, the expected magnitude of the errur e; in w = f ( 4 + ei (1) should be minimal. The error e; is generally due to nonperfect f and to a random measurement noise sample e; which we cannot account for. Ofcourse, for the relation f (and the ET) to be useful, we must be able to state that the expected magnitude of ei is small when a real measurement is made and y; is estimated. An appropriate statistical model for measurements is xi = d(Yi,?) + E; (2) where the function +(y, q ) for a k e d parameter q describes an n-dimensional trajectory as y increases from low to high values (concentrations), Q : W + W". The noise sample e, is taken from a distribution assumed to have zero mean and (unknown) covariance matrix E. Here we also assume lhat lhere are no temporal correlation between the noise samples: E[e;ej] = 0 when j # i. Figure 1 gives an example of a bivariate, nonlinear trajectory and a number of possible measurements xi. Note that x ( j ) is the j t h entry of the vectors xi.
The ordinary steps to solve the regression problem above are first to select a suitable parameterization of b(y), and second to estimate the parameter q from an estimation (training) data set {xi, y;}y. The parameterization could for instance be polynomial, and q the parameter matrix where the entries are the coefficients of the polynomials. Given a parameterization, the mazimzlm likelhood (ML) estimate of q in (2) A complication arise when the (large) n-by-n covariance matrix ELCL(q) is rank deficient, which is always the case when N < n.. Then /Eh,L(q)l = 0 for every work well applied directly to multicollinear data). In 122, 21 it is described how the ML subspace is calculated (not for multicollinear data). Projection pursuit regression (PPR) [S] iteratively finds the directions of the subspace, one at a time, that reduce the (residual) unexplained variance as much as possible.
Clustered Data Sets
The observations or measurements of a data set can be partitioned into a number of categories or clusters. Clustered measurement data are not unnatural. Assume we want to calibrate an instrument on concentrations. Then it is natural to subject the instrument to a set of known concentrations -say we measure 20 times on each of 10 concentrations within an interesting range. This results in a clustered data set.
A number of ways to utilize the clustering of data to improve the regression have been proposed. Sliced Inuerse Regression (SIR) [IS] divides the range of y into a number of intervals. Each interval identifies a cluster. A PCA on the cluster means is then used as a subspace for regression. Fitting local linear models to data partitions are proposed in [l] and clustering in conjunction with Support V d o r Machines (SVM) has been exploited in [4] .
In this paper the regression subspace will be optimized for accurate classification, as will he described below. This approach is the main contribution of the paper and it has not been seen elsewhere. We denote the method Clastered Regression Analysis (CRA). This approach is denoted inverse regression.
2.
Chose a function family +(y,q), solve (3) (for normally distributed noise) and derive the conditional probability p(y1x). Estimate y BS f(s) = E[yls] or as f(x) = argmaxYp(ylz). This approach is denoted classical regression.
The first approach is straightforward and gives a function f that explicitly maps a new measurement to an estimation of y. In the second, the estimation of y is formulated implicitly by the model, for instance as the conditional expectation f(x) = E[ylz] or as the conditional hlLvalue f(s) = argmaxyp(yls). The determination of the conditional probability p ( + ) is essential and requires that the noise distribution is known. obvious that d') meaSures the concentration with much higher accuracy than x('). ymor. Note that the ML and Bayes estimates not necessarily are equal, which in theory is the case for linear estimation in normally distributed noise.
Classical

Monte Carlo Simulation
In this section the performance OF classical and inverse regression will be compared when the trajectory is very nonlinear. The trajectory is modeled by polynomial This particular Function is not typical in any way, it is just nonlinear and also non-uniquely invertible in the first component x(l). A number of batches of data sets will be tested, with different noise variancemagnitude in each batch (normal distributed noise). In every batch there are 30 data sets, where the noise covariance matrix is taken randomly as C = uZ.nnT. n is a 2-by-2 matrix where each entry is a sample of the normal distribution N(0,l). Thus, the trajectory is h e d , but the noise covariance is random for every data set. In every data set there are 21 measurements used for estimation (training) of S/q/C and 61 for validation in terms of root mean square error, RMSE=Jmean[(y -$)21. 
Using Clusters to Find a Subspace
The idea behind Clustered Regression Analysis (CRA) is to use structure in data to improve the nonlinear regression. The basic assumption is that the data are clustered. The clustering can emanate from measurements on a finite number of objects or concentrations (intervals), or it could be different operating regimes of a dynamical system. Methods from the area of pattern recognition [fi] is then used to find the subspace S where the nonlinear regression is conducted.
The prime interest in pattern recognition is to discriminate clusters in order to make accurate classzficatzon. Particularly interesting are statistical intercluster distances, which are used to measure the ability to discriminate one cluster from another, for instance the Mahalanobzs dzstance with unit standard dewaatzons [MI. Large distance means high potential classification accuracy, and this accuracy also reflects the regression accuracy in the region between the clusters, since it is a relative measure of the noise magnitude. This is illustrated by Figure 3 . The inter-cluster distances and ultimately the classification accuracy can thus in a very general (nonlinear) way express the regression quality of a subspace S.
Artificial Example
In this section, regression in subspaces obtained from a pattern recognition method will be compared to PLS when the variate is 10-dimensional. The pattern recognition method we shall use calculates the kdimensional linear subspace 5' where the classification accuracy is approximately and locally optimized. By intuition at least, this objective should he beneficial also for regression problems, as motivated. The pattern recognition method is the ODP (Optimal Discriminative Projection, patented calibration technique) [18],.which combines sophisticated model optimization wit,h regularization to handle multicollinearity. The technique to optimize the regression subspace for classification accuracy and then use a nonlinear, classical regression model to estimate y. we denote Clustend Regression Analysis (CRA).
Artificial data will he generated about the same way az was described in Section 2.2. However, this time a number of discrete y's are used in the training set, and for each one, a number of noise obscured x's are generated. The range of y is divided into 11 clusters and in each cluster there is 20 data points. The trajectory is still restricted to 2 dimensions, but mixed into a 10-dimensional space with noise according to (4). See Figure 2 (right) for a sample of a 2-dimensional projection.
A total of 4 regression methods are compared: ordinary linear regression in 10 dimensions, 5th order polynomial PLS with 2 latent variables (PLS-2/5), Znd order polynomial PLS with 5 latent variables (PLS-5/2), and classical 5th order polynomial regression in a 2-dimensional ODP subspace with ML-estimation (CRA). The validation data are not subjected to the clustering, but uniformly spread over the range.
Results:
The regression errors (WISE) are given in Table 2 . For reasonable noise levels, CRA gives better or much better regression accuracy. In Figure 4 the subspaces obtained from ODP and PLS are compared for an instance with particularly high noise level in the non-trajectory subspace (orthogonal to S).
The plots are due to clustered validation data. Apparently, the noise level in the OPD subspace is significantly lower than in the PLS subspace. 
Figure 4
The ODP subspace compared to the PLS, clustered validation data. The regression accuracy for 5' h order compared to the PLS polynomial classical regression in the ODP subspace is much higher (RMSE = 9.6. (RMSE = 39. lo-'). 
Discussion
Using the ODP subspace, the regression can be conducted in 2 dimensions and still give better result than PLS that needs 10-20 dimensions t o give reasonable accurwy. Furthermore, the classical regression gives slightly better results compared t o the inverse.
It is well known that the utilization of structures in data can improve regression. In this work, natural data clustering has been used by t,he patt.ern recognition algorithm Optimal Discriminative Projection (ODP) t o generate linear subspaces where regression is facilitated. For some nonlinear problems this approach outperforms polynomial PLS.
However, in practice the subspace generated by the ODP often contains a very nonlinear measurement trajectory. It has been found that this nonlinear trajectory is better modeled by a polynomial Q in the classical regression model x; = Q(yi, 0) +E;, instead of a polynomial f in the inverse regression model yi = f(x5, B)+e;. The drawback of the classical regression approach is that it requires more calculations.
On real sensor data from the electronic tongue with a leave-class-out validation procedure, the ODP together with a classical polynomial regression model gave the regression error 0.043, which should he compared to t,he best by polynomial PLS: 0.25 -an improvement by fact.or > 5.
